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NEW QUESTION: 1

You manage a set of virtual machines (VMs) deployed to the
cloud service named fabrikamVM. You configure auto scaling
according to the following parameters:
* With an instance range of two to six instances
* To maintain CPU usage between 70 and 80 percent
* To scale up one instance at a time
* With a scale up wait time of 30 minutes
* To scale down one instance at a time
* With a scale down wait time of 30 minutes
You discover the following usage pattern of a specific
application:
* The application peaks very quickly, and the peak lasts for
several hours.
* CPU usage stays above 90 percent for the first 1 to 1.5 hours
after usage increases. After
1 .5 hours, the CPU usage falls to about 75 percent until
application usage begins to decline.
You need to modify the auto scaling configuration to scale up
faster when usage peaks.
What are two possible ways to achieve this goal? Each correct
answer presents a complete solution.
A. Increase the number of scale up instances.
B. Increase the scale up wait time.
C. Increase the maximum number of instances
D. Decrease the scale down wait time.
E. Decrease the scale up wait time.
Answer: A,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Scenario: A Citrix Architect needs to design a new XenApp and
XenDesktop environment.
The architect has identified the User Layer requirements, as
shown in the Exhibit.
Click the Exhibit button to view the requirements.
Additionally, management at the organization has identified the
following general Access Layer requirements:
A multi-factor authentication method is required for any
connections to the XenApp and XenDesktop
environment originating from outside the corporate network.
External connections must be authenticated by a NetScaler
Gateway virtual server located in a DMZ
network.
Internal connection traffic should NOT leave the internal
corporate network.
Which Access Layer feature should the architect configure to
meet the security requirements of the Accountants group?
A. SmartAccess

B. Endpoint analysis scan
C. Federated Authentication Service
D. SmartControl
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Users can authenticate to a company's web applications using
their credentials from a popular social media site. Which of
the following poses the greatest risk with this integration?
A. Changes to passwords on the social media site can be delayed
from replicating to the company
B. Data loss from the corporate servers can create legal
liabilities with the social media site
C. Password breaches to the social media site affect the
company application as well
D. Malicious users can exploit local corporate credentials with
their social media credentials
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Johnny is adding a single button to change an In-Place Form
from read mode to edit mode and vice versa. Which server-side
JavaScript code snippet can be utilized?
A. getComponent("obj1").changeFormState()
B. getComponent("obj1").show("false")
C. getComponent("obj1").toggle()
D. getComponent("obj1").toggle("off")
Answer: C
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